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Musical Performance to Celebrate the 2013 Lunar New Year 

 

On January 19
th

, the DTU Graduate School collaborated with DTU Second Degree Center to hold a musical concert 

to celebrate the upcoming Lunar New Year. The event was also the fourth anniversary of the DTU Graduate School, 

founded on January 29
th

, 2009. Attendees included Professor Le Duc Toan, Dean of the DTU Graduate School and 

DTU Vice-Provost, Mr. Nguyen Khiem, Manager of the “IBM Ideas for Schools” group, and DTU faculty and 

students.  

   

 

Professor Le Duc Toan opens the event   

In his opening remarks, Professor Le Duc Toan said: “This event is an opportunity for students to get together and 

exchange ideas. Music brings us closer to each other and inspires us to study harder”.  

The memorable concert included sixteen performances, including songs, instrumentals, dances, a short comedy and 

a magic show drew cheers and applause from the audience, encouraging the artists to perform at their best.    
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“Ru em tung ngon xuan nong” by K7MBA won second prize 

The organizers awarded prizes for the best performances. “Nang co con xuan” by K5MBA2 won first prize, while 

“Dang da cho ta mot mua xuan” by B18PSUQTH1 and “Ru em tung ngon xuan nong” by K7MBA won second 

prizes. Two third prizes went to K7QTC, with “Cay da quan doc” and the song “Price tag” by B18DLL1. Nine 

consolation prizes were presented to other performers.  

Until now, the DTU Graduate School has offered four courses with five hundred students majoring in Computer 

Science, Business Administration and Accounting. This and other planned extra-curricular activities will allow post-

graduate and second degree program students to get together more often.  
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